Park Sign in form

Order reference code:
Date:
First Name:
Last Name:
Telephone No:
Emergency
Contact Telephone:
Agree to the rules:
(please sign)
Site rules

Okeford Hill Bike Park Disclaimer:

Ride: while riding at the park, please be
considerate of other people who may not
be of the same level rider that you are and
also only ride things that you are
comfortable riding. Also we ask everyone to
give way to the horses and walkers and be
respectful to everyone in the area.

Before purchasing a ticket and riding within the boundaries of the
Okeford Hill Bike Park you are required to read the following information
and sign to acknowledge that you have understood the rules of the site.

Helmets: To ride at the park, a helmet of
any description is required, however we
advice that people wear a will face and we
also reccomend gloves.
Do NOT: Please not make alterations to any
track or features in the park without consent
from the staff and i am sure if they like your
idea, then they will come and help you do it
properly.
No littering: Bins are provided in and
outside of the hut so please take full
advantage of them. The bins are never far
away so using them helps the woodland
and car park stay as beautiful as it currently
is.

There are signs around the site with various information relating to trails
and rider safety, please take note of all these signs as they are important
to your safety and enjoyment. If you need help understanding or have
any questions relating to signage / trail difficulty please speak to a
member of the team.
I, the user, hereby accept that Okeford Hill, Hammoon Cycles, The
Forestry Commission, sponsors, other riders or an official at the site
shall not be liable in any way for injury or damage suffered by myself or
equipment belonging to, hired to or in my control / possession as a
result of riding at Okeford Hill Bike Park.
I will abide by the site rules.
I agree that i am participating in my chosen cycling discipline and do so
at my own risk.
I will ride in a manner which is safe for myself and others.
I declare that the bicycle i will be riding at the site is in good working
order, suitable for the terrain and properly maintained. Both brakes are
working and bar ends plugs are fitted.
I confirm that i will be wearing a helmet and that i have been informed
that that full face helmets, gloves, knee and elbow is advised due to the
terrain here at Okeford Hill Bike Park.
REF: 170OHBPSIF01a

